MyePlay User Story
Bob is finally awake after a good night’s rest. His wife Bonnie greets him with love and begins to assist
him with his daily routines. Bonnie realized last night that she has a couple of errands to run, and she will
be leaving soon after she is done assisting Bob. She decides that using MyePlay will be the best way to
keep Bob entertained for a couple of hours while she is out running her errands. Before she leaves, Bonnie
sets up the Microsoft Surface Pro and the EyeTribe in front of Bob. She gives Bob a kiss good bye and
promises that she will be back in a few hours.

After Bonnie leaves, Bob is left wondering what he should entertain himself with today. Bob decides to
play Pong. He first traverses through the menu by looking up and down, and then closing his eyes for two
seconds to enter the Pong option, which will also give him a sound notification to notify him that he has
entered. He then proceeds to choose the one player mode and starts playing by closing his eyes for two
seconds.

Because he has played Pong many times, he is already an expert and has beaten the computer and
everyone else he’s played many times. He once again beat the computer at Pong, so he decides to
enlighten his mind by watching videos instead of playing Pong. Bob is excited to watch his videos because
he remembers saving a couple of videos about a new upcoming jazz pianist that one of his children told
him about. He hasn’t had a chance to watch the pianist’s work yet, but he is eager to see what inventive
things this new pianist has to offer.

He exits out of the Pong game by looking at the upper quadrant and closing his eyes for two seconds. He
then moves through the menu, and he is brought to his automatic playlist. He then proceeds to watch
many videos about the mesmerizing pianist.

While Bob is still watching his videos, Bonnie comes home and greets him. Bob hasn’t realized that a
couple hours had already passed, but he is still excited to see Bonnie. He pauses the video looking at the
upper quadrant, where the menu will also drop down, and he waits for Bonnie to come over. When she
comes over, he plays the video again by looking at the resume option for two seconds and shows her new
jazz pianist he has been watching. Bonnie also comments on the jazz pianist’s new techniques and is
mesmerized. After the video is over, Bonnie decides that she has some time to play Pong with Bob. Bob

moves through the menu with different eye movements and enters the Pong option by closing his eyes for
two seconds, and a sound notification will occur to indicate success. Bonnie will control the right sidebar
with the up and down controls, and Bob will control the left sidebar with his eye movements. Bonnie
comments that Bob keeps getting better at Pong. After a while of bonding, Bonnie realizes she has some
chores to do around the house. Bonnie closes Myeplay, puts away the Microsoft Surface Pro and the
EyeTribe, and they continue with their day.

